Where We Are, Who We Are and What We
Do
The Haliburton Highlands, Ontario is two and a
half hours North of Toronto and less than 40
minutes South of the Western gate of
Algonquin Park. The vast area known as the
Haliburton Highlands is a rolling hills area created by the glaciers of the
Canadian Shield and the area boasts of more than 600 lakes. As a primary
holiday destination there are many lodges, resorts and bed & breakfasts for
traveler’s accommodation. The Haliburton Highlands is also rich in outdoor
experiences. The Sunny Rock Bed & Breakfast is only one of those
accommodations dedicated to ensuring the ultimate accommodation
destination.
The property in the Haliburton Highlands, Ontario known as Sunny Rock
Bed & Breakfast is at the very South end of Canning Lake right by the
Scotts Dam where the waters flow over the Dam into the Drag River. Like
most stories, Sunny Rock is a story of courage, perseverance, and the
journey of its current owners searching, finding and building a dream.
The view of the falls of the Scotts Dam and the mouth of the Drag River are
rich with nature…deer, moose, otter, beaver, herons, osprey, fish and an
old snapping turtle are seasonal observations. This Sunny Rock is an
incredible piece of property developed with the guest philosophy of ” friends
and family enjoying a cottage like experience while experiencing all the
pleasures and service of a bed and breakfast ”.
The transformation and renovations of the property from the Sunny Rock
Villa, to the Sunny Rock Lodge to The Sunny Rock Lodge Bed & Breakfast
and now the Sunny Rock Bed & Breakfast is quite a story. The current
hosts are Chapter 7 of a 7 chapter history. Sally has researched and tells
the story of the social history of the property, the house and the people to
any that will listen.

